This paper is concerned with the problem of motion eneration via cyclic variations in selected de ees of freedom (usually referred to as sha e variablesEn mechanical systems subject to nonhofonomic constraints (here the classical one of a disk rolling without sliding on a flat surface). In earlier work, we identified an interesting class of such problems arising in the setting of Lie groups, and investigated these under a h sis on constraints, that naturally led to a pure$%$ matic approach. In the resent work, the hypothesis on constraints does not %old, and as a consequence it is necessar to take into account certain dynamicd phenomena. gpecifically we concern ourselves with the group SE(2) of rigid motions in the lane and a concrete mechanical realization dubbed tge SE(2)-snake. In a restricted version, it is also known as the Roller Racer (a patented toy).
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Based on the work of Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Marsden and Murray, one recognizes in the example of this paper a balance law called the momentum equation, which is a direct consequence of the interaction of the SE(2)-symmetry of the problem with the constraints. The systematic use of this type of balance law results in certain structures in the example of this paper. We exploit these structures to demonstrate that the single shape freedom in this problem can be cyclically varied to roduce a rich variety of motions of the SE(2)-snaie.
In their study of the Snakeboard, a patented modification of the skateboard that also admits the group SE(2) as a symmetry group, Lewis, Ostrowski, Burdick and Murra exploited the same type of balance law as the one &cussed here to enerate motions. A key difference however is that, in t8e present pa er we have only one control variable and thus controfabhity considerations become somewhat more delicate.
In the resent paper, we give a self-contained treatment oF the eometry, mechanics and motion control of the Roller%acer.
Introduction
The idea of using periodic driving si nals to produce rectified movement appears in a numfer of settings in Recent studies by neurophysio!o ists [3] have attempted to bring together principyes of motion control based on pattern eneration in the spinal cord of the lamprey, its comaiant body dynamics, and the fluid dynamics of its environment to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the swimming behavior of such anguilliform animals. These efforts have in art relied on continuum mechanical models of the fody, and computational fluid dynamical (CFD) calculations. There appear to be some unifying themes that underlie this type of neural-mechanical approach to biological locomotion, and the work of the authors and others involving the study of land-based robotic machines subject to the constraint of 'no sliding'. As pointed out in 71, the connecting links between these two streams o f[ research appear to be related to the manner in which systems of coupled oscillators are used to generate finite dimensional shape variations of the bodies of specialized robot designs, and the associated geometric-mechanical descriptions of the constraints to produce effective motion control strategies (see also the work of Collins and Stewart [4] for another dynamical systems perspective).
In the present paper, we report on a complete study of an interesting example, the (single module) SE(2 -snake, with a view towards dee er appreciation o f t 2 e abovementioned connections. fn section 2, we present the basic geometry of the configuration space, and the applicable constraints. We also discuss a simplification that reduces the shape freedom to one variable, leading to the Roller Racer. The constraints of 'no sliding are insuficient to determine the movement of the Roller Racer from shape variations alone. In section 3, a model Lagrangian and the action of SE(2), the rigid motion group in the plane as a s mmetry group (of the Lagrangian and the constraints7 are discussed. In section 4, a balance law associated to the SE 2)-symmetry is derived. This is a consequence sults behind momentum equations are to be found in 11). This momentum equation is the key additional 
Configurations and Constraints
G-snakes are kinematic chains with configurations taking values in products of several copies of a Lie oup G , and sub ect t o nonholonomic constraints 191, p9]. The group C! acts on the chain by +a onal action as a symmetry group. The shape space is &e uotient by this action. Figure 1 illustrates an SE(4-snake composed of two modules, and the configuration space Q is SE(2)xSE(2)xSE(2).
The machine in Figure 1 is composed of three axles and linear1 actuated linkages connecting each adjacent pair o?axles, resultin in an assembly of two identical modules. Altering t i e lengths of the connecting linkages leads to changes in the shapes of component modules. The wheels mounted on each axle are independent and are not actuated but subject to the constraint of 'no sliding'. In this case there are three constraints, the shape space S is SE'(2)xSE(2), the constraints define a principal connection on the bundle (Q , SE( 2), S) , away from a set of nonholonomic singularities and it is ossible to generate global movement of the assembly \y periodic variations in the module shaDes. The entire situation can be understood at a kinematic level as long as the shapes are control variables ( [81, [g] , [191) .
When one of the modules is removed from the machine in Figure l , leaving us with two axles connected by linkages and two constraints, the resulting problem is kinematical1 under-constrained. It is no lon er possible to delne a connection without usin a h itional structure. It is this type of l-module 8E(2)- 
) .
There is a crucial (backward) offset dz of the 8ont axle from the pivot point of the handle bars, and this offset is small compared to the length dl from the same pivot oint to the center of the rear axle. The rider controys the steering angle which is the sha e variable. Thus the configuration s ace is Q = SE&)xS'. the shape space is S1 and t f e roup SE(2) acts on the first factor of Q. The 'no sbding' constraints can be expressed in the form of the intersection V c TqQ of the annihilators of the two constraint one-forms:
assumed for simplicity to lie on the rear axle ( 6 i ure 
Lagrangian and Symmetry
For the purposes of this paper, we consider a model Lagran ian (taking into account the simplifying, but reasona%le hypothesis that the center of mass of the rear-body, i.e. the seat, is located on the rear axle):
Here ml denotes the mass of the rear body, and Wk have ne lected the mass of the front bod containing the hangle bar. Further, Iz, and Iz, are t i e moments of inertia.
The model La rangian is invariant under the symmetry action @ of the group G = SE(2) on the configuration space Q defined by:
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Momentum Equation
A main result of [l] is that interactions between nonholonomic constraints and symmetries, as in Proposition 2 above, give rise to additional conditions. These are simply the consequences of the Lagrange D'Alembert prlnciple applied to virtual displacements contained in S, and are thus balance laws or momentum equations. In special cases they may reduce to conservation laws, as discussed at length in [l] .
Define the nonholonomic momentum:
The nonholonomic mohentum for the Roller Racer system is (11)
Remark: The nonhofonomic momentum but the angular momentum about 0:tR (Figure 3) . the average oscillation to a value different from 0 or T , induces a rotation around the point O:sR of F i p r e 3. As can be seen from Figure 7 , there is 6, ualitative change in the response of the Roller Fhcerqfor higher amplitudes of shape oscillation. These results are also substantiated by results from a computer-controlled prototype (Figure 4) .
Controllability
The Roller Racer model of this paper fits into the general framework of control systems on principal bundles. The question of accessibiljty can be settled by Lie bracket calculations. For t h!s purpose, define the base-momentum system to be given by -_ dp -Af ( The &st author would like to thank Garry Brown and Philip Holmes .of Princeton University for their kind hospitalit durin his visit to Princeton in Spring 1995. Some of tiis worl was completed during this period.
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